Accessing Software Through Microsoft Azure

1. After clicking on the provided link, click ‘Sign In’.

2. This will take you to a page where you must verify your Auburn credentials in order to register with Microsoft Azure.
3. After doing so, you’ll be taken to the following page and Microsoft Azure will take a moment to verify your account’s Academic Status. Be sure that you **check the box** that says that you have read and agreed to the subscription agreement when that has completed. Then, click “Accept terms”.
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**✓ Success! Your Academic status was successfully verified.**

The account you are signed in was verified to access Azure Dev Tools for Teaching benefits. To continue, please accept **offer agreement**.

- I agree to the subscription agreement, offer details, Azure Dev Tools for Teaching agreement and privacy statement

I will receive information, tips, and offers from Microsoft or selected partners about Azure, including Azure Newsletter, Pricing updates, and other Microsoft products and services.

[Accept terms]

4. You’ll then be taken to Microsoft Azure Education. From here, you can use desired software and services from the left-hand side, and even search for a particular software or service from the search bar at the top.
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